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Amazon alexa installation guide

Congratulations on your very first Amazon Echo smart speaker, and welcome to a new and exciting world of lightning-fast automation, music streaming, powerful home security, awesome search engine capabilities, and a way to connect with friends and family. With so many features and so much potential, it's no wonder that Amazon's smart speaker is revered among smart home adopters and audiophiles.
Don't get too excited about the possibilities, though. First of all: We're going to turn on your Echo. Here's a guide to how to do it. Step 1: Download the Alexa App The free Alexa app is a must-have if you own an Amazon Echo or Echo Dot. Download the app on any smartphone or tablet with iOS 11.0 or more, Android 6.0 or more, or Fire OS 5.3.3 or more. Download the app on a computer? Make sure
you're connected to Wi-Fi, then visit Amazon Alexa. Step 2: Plug in the Echo This is probably the easiest step in the whole process, as the Echo doesn't require batteries. Simply plug in the power adapter included directly in the Echo, then connect the socket to a power outlet. When the light ring turns blue, it means that the power is connected. Then wait for it to turn orange, because it is a sign that Alexa
is preparing to greet you. After that, you'll hear Alexa's voice tell you that the device is ready for configuration. Step 3: Connect the Echo to Wi-Fi via the Next app, you'll need to connect your Echo device to your home Wi-Fi network. The latest versions of the Echo should guide you through this process. However, if you're stuck, just open the Alexa app and search through the available networks until you find
yours. If you have multiple Echo devices, be sure to go to the Devices tab, then click the icon for Echo and Alexa in the top carousel and select your Alexa device. Under Wireless, you should be able to see the state of the Wi-Fi network connection. Once logged in, you can register your Wi-Fi password on Amazon, making it easy to connect to smart devices. You can also set up a new Alexa device on the
same network if you decide to buy more Echo speakers for other rooms. You also have the choice of connecting your Echo to a public network, although the password is not registered on Amazon. Step 4: Start talking to Alexa To start, say the wake word, which is Alexa by default. If there's already someone named Alexa, Alexis, or similar in the house, you can change the wake word for something else. It
to say to the Echo: Alexa, change the wake word. You can also manually change the wake word by opening the Alexa app, tapping Help and Feedback, and selecting Change the wake word. Currently, you can change the Echo to Echo, Amazon or Computer. There is no word on when Amazon will allow you to customize Alexa and call it a name of your choice. Step 5: Start using your Echo
Congratulations, your Amazon Echo is east To make sure everything is working properly, you can perform a simple test by trying some basic commands. For example, say the wake word and Hello. If your Echo is set up correctly, Alexa must respond with a simple Hello in return. In the Alexa app menu, you'll see two sections called Skills and Games and Things to Try. These are two great ways of seeing
what Alexa is capable of. Skills can help you customize Alexa by giving it certain capabilities — consider them mini-applications from many different creators that you can use for entertainment, organization, news, and more. You can start using your Echo device for a range of tasks. You can make to-do lists, discover the weather, check traffic conditions, call friends, send text messages to your family, or
stream podcasts with simple voice commands. You also have the ability to expand your digital network by connecting smart home devices. Everything from color-changing light bulbs to home security cameras can communicate with your Echo. Alexa has thousands of essential and not so essential skills that you can add, too. Check out some of the most useful things the Amazon Echo can help you do.
Step 6 (optional): Connect smart home devices or an external speaker Go to your Alexa app menu on your tablet or connected smartphone. Choose the Peripherals tab. At this point, Alexa can display an ad, which you can click. Click on the sign in the top right corner of the app, then add the device. From there, you can choose which device you want to connect from the list. If you don't find the right one,
you'll want to press Other. Alexa will also try to locate all nearby smart devices to pair with everything in this mode. You also have the ability to create more advanced scenes where multiple devices interact at once and can organize accessories into groups. Check out our routines post for more information and advice on setting up these interactions. It's worth thinking about pairing an external speaker with
your Echo device if you want to make sure you're getting a first-rate listening experience when jamming music or listening to audiobooks. For best results, choose a Bluetooth speaker compatible with Echo devices, in particular. Keep in mind that your Echo can only connect to one Bluetooth device at a time, however. If there is already a device paired with your Echo, you will first need to out-of-sync it. Then
you can run through the configuration with the new accessory. Other smart devices at home do not connect via Bluetooth, however, so they stay connected. An example is your home security camera, which uses your Wi-Fi connection to talk with your Echo. Editors' Recommendations Knowing how to use Alexa will help you get the most out of your virtual assistant. Alexa, the brain that powers all the best
Alexa speakers, is an asset in your smart home as long as you use it properly. Alexa is available in all shapes and sizes. If you have an Echo speaker, including the new Amazon Echo, Echo, Echo Dot and Amazon Echo Dot with Clock, Alexa's voice assistant is ready for use. You can ask them to browse a destination, track your schedule, order products outside Amazon, read books, find local restaurants
and answer your questions. Several third-party gadgets have Alexa integrated, too, especially in the smart home category. All the best Alexa-compatible devices, from smart bulbs to the best smart sockets, can be controlled with Alexa. The voice-activated assistant lives inside the Amazon Fire TV Cube (2nd Generation), Insignia 4K Fire TV Edition and other Amazon streaming devices, too. There is also a
free companion app for Android and iOS devices that shows you how to use Alexa wherever you are. You will want to make sure that you take full advantage of this personal assistant. These tips on how to use Alexa will help you set up your Alexa speaker, connect it to your smart devices at home, play music, and much more. (Image credit: Future) How to set up AlexaBest Alexa speakers Before you buy
an Alexa-enabled speaker, make sure you get the one that best suits your needs and budget. How to set up Amazon Echo Dot The Echo Dot is Amazon's cheapest and most popular Alexa speaker. Here's how to set it up. How to set up Amazon Echo Dot with Clock It's not that different from the standard, third-generation echo dot. But the added LED screen supports some settings you may not know
about. Amazon Alexa setup You just bought an Amazon Fire TV, Echo or Echo Dot. Here are the settings you'll want to adjust before you start using it. How to make Amazon Alexa understand your voice Using the Echo in conjunction with the Alexa app, you can train the personal assistant to better understand your vocal patterns. How to make Alexa speak faster or slower Alexa's default voice is not for
everyone. Whether you want your voice assistant to slow down or accelerate, just ask. How to change the Amazon Echo wake word You don't have to say Alexa to wake up Amazon's voice assistant. Here's how to change Alexa's name. How to enable Alexa tracking mode You don't need to keep saying Alexa... every time you want her to do something. What is Alexa voice shopping? Did you know that
you can order things from Amazon just by talking to Alexa? Here's our brief explanation on Alexa Voice Shopping. Alexa's Best Skills There are many things you can ask Alexa to do. Here are some of our favorites. Alexa tips and Easter eggs Alexa Amazon can keep you and your family entertained if you know the right words. Why is Alexa flashing? See a strangely colored light on your Echo? That's what it
means. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) How to use Alexa to make voice and video callsHow to use Alexa on Android You don't need an Echo to use Alexa; you can also access the voice assistant in Amazon's Alexa app. How to use Alexa on iPhone iPhone users have not been left out! Here's how to get Alexa on your iOS device. Ios. to make a voice or video call with Alexa Reach out and touch someone
using the Amazon assistant. How to make a video call using the Echo Show Stay in touch with video calls on your Echo Show, regardless of the model. How to edit the background image on Echo Show Personalize the background of your Echo Show by adding your own photos. How to use Alexa Drop-In Did you know that you can make voice and video calls from one Alexa device to another? Here's how
it works. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) How to manage Alexa settings for kidsHow to activate FreeTime on an Amazon Echo If you plan to give your child an Echo or Echo Dot, here's how to activate FreeTime so that he or she uses Alexa appropriately. How to put your Amazon Echo to the test of children Make sure your child doesn't make unauthorized purchases. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) Manage Alexa
Privacy settingsHow to view and delete records from your Alexa history Concerned about your Alexa search history? Here's how to delete everything you've talked to him about. How to disable Alexa Drop-In If enabled, Drop-In allows other Alexa users to call your Echo device without notice. If it freaks you out, here's how to make sure this feature is disabled. How to reset an Alexa device If you get rid of or
offer an Echo, Echo Dot or other Alexa speaker, you'll want to reset it. Here's how. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) How to use Alexa with smart devices at homeBest Alexa compatible devices Now that you have an Echo, here are the best smart home devices that will work with it. Every Smart Light That Works with Alexa One of the most popular devices that people use with Alexa is smart LED lights. Here
are all, and what they do. Alexa Smart Light Colors You can use Alexa to change your colorful smart LED bulbs to one of 123 colors; here is a list of all the colors. How to connect Alexa to IFTTT via a free web service called IFTTT (If This Then That), you can activate the Amazon Echo to do much more. Here's how to connect the two. How to connect Philips Hue lights to Amazon Alexa You can
automatically change the lighting of your home with a word. This is what happens when you connect Philips Hue lights to your Amazon Echo. How to connect a Nest thermostat to Amazon Alexa Voice control your isn smart home thermostat by connecting the Amazon Echo to it. But first, you'll want to connect the Echo to IFTTT. How to connect your Ecobee to Alexa The Amazon Echo directly supports
Ecobee smart thermostats right out of the box. How to connect sockets WeMo to Alexa WeMo smart sockets are the best smart sockets, and are useful for turning a lamp or light into a smart device. Here's how to control them with Alexa. How to create a smart home alexa routine You can have Alexa turn on (or disable) connected smart home devices at certain times, or when you say a specific sentence.
Here's how to set up a routine. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) How to use Alexa to play music and podcastsHow to play Amazon Music using Alexa It's a breeze to connect Amazon Amazon Music service to Alexa, so you can request songs, playlists, and more using nothing but your voice. How to connect your Echo to a Bluetooth speaker The Echo comes out with a pretty good sound, but if you want to
boost your audio, here's how to connect it to a Bluetooth speaker. How to play apple music on Alexa Here's how you can connect and control Apple's music streaming service with Alexa. How to play Spotify on Alexa If you prefer Spotify, here's how to use it with Alexa. How to set up multi-room music with the Amazon Echo If you have more than one Echo device, you can set them up to play music
throughout your home. Here's how to set it up. How to fine-tune your music with Alexa You can adjust the bass, mid-range tones and high pitches of your music with Alexa. Here's how. How to control Sonos speakers with Alexa The Sonos One is one of the best sounding smart speakers; here's how to control it with Alexa.How to play Apple podcasts on an Amazon Echo speaker Listen to your favorite
Apple podcasts with any Echo speaker (Image Credit: Tom's Guide Future) How to use Alexa for smart TV and streamingHow to connect Amazon Alexa to a Harmony remote make your Harmony remote truly universal and voice controlled by connecting it to the Amazon Echo. How to control your TV with Alexa Apart from the Harmony remote, there are several ways to control your TV using your voice.
How to use a fire TV stick here is our guide to how to use the fire TV stick, which is one of the company's most popular and affordable streaming devicesHow to connect Alexa to your Samsung Smart TV Want more voice control for your Samsung smart TV? Pair it with an Alexa smart speaker to give you extra features. How to connect Alexa to Dish TV If you're a Dish TV subscriber, you can control it using
Alexa. How to connect services. (Image credit: Amazon) How to use Alexa to read booksHow to get Alexa to read you a book Alexa can read some Amazon Kindle books for you. Here's how. (Image credit: Tom's Guide) How to use Alexa to increase productivityHow to send a text message using Alexa You can use Alexa to send a text message to someone, if you use an Android phone. Here's how to do
it. How to order an Uber using Alexa Uber is just one of hundreds of skills Amazon has added to Alexa. Now you can order a car just by talking. How to link your calendar with Alexa You can sync your Google calendar, Apple calendar and Microsoft with Alexa, so you can add events, search for them and get reminders about upcoming appointments. How to use Todoist with Alexa Todoist is a great tool for
creating and managing to-do lists. Here's how to sync the service with Alexa. (Image credit: Amazon) Other fun things to do with AlexaHow pair your Fitbit with Amazon Echo By connecting your Fitbit to the Amazon Echo, you can simply ask Alexa how you follow without ever checking the app or looking at your wrist. How Uue Amazon Alexa's Crystal Ball Everyone wants to know their future. With crystal
ball skill On the Amazon Echo, you'll get magic 8-ball as answers to all your pressing questions. How to play Batman Adventure Game on Amazon Alexa want to solve the murder of Bruce Wayne's parents? Just activate the Wayne Investigation skill and you can talk your way through this game choose your own adventure. Have you read our Amazon Echo Flex review? The best smart speakers to buy
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